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Stress is the result of 
fighting these instead of 
using them for healing.

This is ‘who you are.’ 
When you are not here - you have 

abandoned yourself and  
become non-authentic.
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Your feelings are both: 
 valid and  
 notoriously unreliable. 

If you turned toward them and 
explored them…  

           …they would dissipate. 

This would create peace.
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SELF WORTH
COGNITIVE DISSONANCE

ANGER



Anger is the most volatile of the three so called negative emotions.  
It behaves a lot like petrol: 

You can keep it in a can for years. 
If you throw a match down a petrol filler - it goes out. 
But throw the petrol on a fire and watch out. 
Initially we see a big whoosh but much of the energy is ‘lost’ in 
that first flare up.

ANGER

Anger is the easiest emotion to personally ‘turn on’. 
And therefore the easiest to turn off. 

Most people don’t fear anger although they will say that they do. 
They actually fear anger leading to violence.



Mis-used anger has generally been applied to ward off fear.  
(frill necked lizard)

ANGER

You’ll know that your personal anger is processed  
when you are able to respond to anger being  
expressed by others instead of react to it.

When we have been (anger) abused, we will be either: 

Totally unable to mobilise anger as an act of will or  
Easily triggered to irrelevant levels. 



ANGER
RELEASE PROCESS



1. Lay a punching bag on its side on the floor. Kneel in front of it 
    and relax down so that while you are still on your knees your 
    bottom sits on your heels. 
2. Make a fist. Rise up off your ankles, open your chest and 
    raise your arm back and over your head. 
3. Punch the bag with a ‘hammer blow’ action. 
4. As you rise up again - breath in. 
5. As you strike the bag, exhale fully and make a ‘huh’ sound. 
6. Swap arms when you need to.

ANGER
RELEASE PROCESS



You need to ‘warm up’ by only using 30% of your strength the 
beginning of the process. 
Add energy and ‘loudness’ and allow yourself to become part of 
the process. 
In the third phase you should go for it as fully as possible until 
you run out of steam. 
Ensure that the vocal component is as loud as you can manage. 
Be aware that sadness may show up as a consequence of 
shifting the anger.

ANGER
NOTES ON THE RELEASE PROCESS



SADNESS



Sadness surprises most people because it presents in a much more 
engulfing way than anger.  
It behaves a lot like waves on a beach: 

You initially feel that you may drown. 
Then the sadness ‘eases’ & you feel that it’s done. 
Only to have another ‘wave’ hit when you least expect it. 
The ‘waves’ usually continue for longer than we expect.

Sadness often surprises us. 
It is often ‘covered’ by anger. 

Most people apologise for being sad because they perceive that 
they are influencing how you feel.

SADNESS



Mis-used sadness is generally used to manipulate by people who 
feel personally powerless. 

SADNESS

When we have been (sadness) abused, we will be either: 
Totally unable to mobilise sadness as an act of will or  
Easily succumb to dramas & ‘episodes’. 

You’ll know that your personal sadness is processed 
when you are able to respond to sadness being 

expressed by others instead of joining in.



1. Get on the floor on your elbows and knees. 

2. Hang your head down between your shoulders. 

3. Let yourself cry. 

4. Sway gently from side to side as you sob. 

5. Allow tears to flow by focusing on what you have lost. 

6. Be aware of the wave nature of sadness - allowing room for 
    a second go around.

SADNESS
RELEASE PROCESS



FEAR



Fear is usually the bottom line in human behaviour.  
Most people are unaware of the role it plays because the 
suppression is so heavy. 
Fear creates paralysis: 

There will be a desire to ‘stay still’.. 
Breathing turns into hyperventilating. 
Heartbeat accelerates. 
Body temp elevates.

FEAR

Fear sometimes ‘sits’ underneath sadness.  
It is often ‘covered’ by tears. 
Most people decide there is something wrong with them if 
they are scared and take steps to further ‘cover it up’.



Fear is often the first resort of manipulators.  

When we have been (fear) abused, we will be either: 

Totally unable to exert willpower or discipline or  
Use fear on anyone & everyone. 

You’ll know that your personal fear is 
processed when you are able to respond to 

scary situations by acknowledging the 
danger and proceeding anyway.

FEAR



1. Lay in the foetal position on the floor or in your bed. 
2. Pul the doona up around your neck. 
3. Find the place where the fear lives and place your hand on it. 
4. Allow the fear to expand - actually welcome it in. 
5. Surrender to the expanding fear by making the sound of it. 
6. Observe the fear in terms of what it wants to do. 
7. Thank the fear for trying to protect you. 
8. Allow the fear to ‘ease’. 
9. Choose and ‘welcome in’ a replacement feeling.

FEAR
RELEASE PROCESS



SHAME



Shame is created by prolonging a combination of sadness and fear.  
It maintains that we are fundamentally flawed & that others will cast 
us out when they discover the fault. 
It creates the urge to hide: 

Shame insists that you attempt to fly under the radar. 
Shame reinforces itself when you actually do - hide. 
Shame insists that guilt is valid, incurable, unforgivable and 
ongoing.

SHAME

Shame even hides itself from our perception. 
Most shaming is in the form of either public humiliation or the 
threat thereof.



Shaming is generally practiced by weak people who were 
shamed themselves.  
When we have been (shame) abused, we will be either: 

Totally unable to speak up for ourselves or our beliefs or  
Irrationally exuberant in inappropriate self disclosure. 

SHAME

You’ll know that your personal shame is 
processed when you are able to stand up 

openly heartedly about your beliefs, 
morals and standards.



1. Find a person or a group that you can trust. 
2. When you are ready - ask if you can ‘make a confession’. 
3. If its OK with the group - speak honestly about the words or  
    deeds, taking responsibility for your role. 
4. Describe the decision you made about yourself in the light of 
    your shameful event. 
5. Open to criticism - it may be the ‘punishment’ you crave. 
6. Accept people’s judgement of your actions but not of yourself.

SHAME
RELEASE PROCESS



GUILT



Guilt persists over 20 - 30 year periods despite all reasoning. 
It pretends to protect us from making the same mistake again. 

Guilt feels like insurance against ‘unawareness’. 
Guilt restricts our desire to want something (anything). 
Guilt implies that you are ‘undeserving’ and should be 
ashamed of yourself. 
Guilt is often anger turned onto oneself.

GUILT

We often use guilt to punish ourselves.



The ‘un-forgive-able’ words or deeds create permanent guilt. 

When we have been (guilt) abused, we will be either: 

Decide everything is our fault or  
Take zero responsibility. 

GUILT

You’ll know that your personal guilt is 
processed when you are able to forgive 

yourself your transgressions and move on.



1. Find a person or a group that you can trust. 
2. When you are ready - ask if you can ‘make a confession’. 
3. If its OK with the group - speak honestly about the words or  
    deeds, taking responsibility for your role. 
4. Describe the decision you made about yourself in the light of 
    your poor behaviour. 
5. Open to criticism - it may be the ‘release’ you crave. 
6. Accept people’s judgement of your actions but not of yourself.

GUILT
RELEASE PROCESS
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NEXT DAY Q&A 
Wednesday 22nd August 8pm (Sydney time) 

WHAT NEXT?

You will be receive an email from ZOOM to access this session.

WORKSHOP 6: MOTIVATION & DISCIPLINE 
Saturday 29th September 10am - 3pm (Sydney time)

We are using 
Zoom instead 

of GTW

Venue: 3 Harrigan’s Lane, Jacobs Well QLD



REMEMBER…

Post about your progress. 

Sharing problems is as important 
as sharing victories. 

Support each other. 

Ask me anything - I will answer as 
many questions as you ask! 


